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Task Icons:

Discuss

Problem Solve
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Instructor Resource Curation
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Prepare Activity

Prepare color coded molecular formula cards using
the templates provided.

Note: The colours of the cards should correspond
to convention where possible (i.e. red for formulas
with oxygen, green for halogen, etc.).

...

Share Answers to the
Problem

At the end of the exercise, share and discuss the
answers to the problem with the instructor.

...

Introduce Activity

Review the valency of H, F, Cl, Br, I, C, N,
O
Divide the class into groups of two and a
molecular formula card is distributed to
each group...

Draw and Submit
Three Structures

Draw at least three possible structures
corresponding to the molecular formula on
the received card
Submit the answers to the instructor...

Give Feedback and
Share Structures

Check the answers for validity
Write select structures on the board

...
Present Formula for

IHD

Introduce the formula for the index of hydrogen
deficiency (IHD)....

Calculate and Explain
the Results

Calculate the IHD for the molecular formula
Provide an explanation as to why these
structures have the calculated IHD

...
Compare Student

Answers to Structures

Compare the shared student answers with
structures drawn previously.

...
Present and Discuss
Two New Formulas

Present the students with the molecular
formulas of two medications; Salbutamol
and Clenbuterol
Ask the students if it is possible that either
contains a benzene ring and/or a carbonyl

...

In this single-class activity, students briefly review concepts relating to chemical bonds, determine possible structures and calculate the Hydrogen
Deficiency (IHD) for their assigned formula, and analyze the possible structure of a more complex organic molecule. See a full description here.


